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•Divestment

•No publi_ explanation

Concern and confusion surround
vacant position in Admissions Office
someone who's been on campus as
a student and in other capacities
The paperwork is in process and
A recognized University of the issue is of agreement at this
Maine administrator has been gone point," she said
Whether ‘-'• met was dismissed
from his office since Nov 5, 1993,
or if he resigned has not been conwith no public explanation
James Varner. a former assis- firmed. Vanier will not yet comtant durctor of admissions, was ment on the situation
Human Resources and the Payone of the few minorits administrators at l'Maine For this alone, roll office also declined to comhe is highly recognizable He is ment and said it is a controversial
also known to many students as a issue
SeVeral students are concerned
character % tiling to bend Os er backward to help them become enrolled because the issues surrounding this
case base not been adequately exand/or remain at the unis ersits
Joyce Henckler. assistant %ice plained to them Lamont Moye.
president for Enrollment Manage-- co-chair of the Mr-Kan-American
ment. confirmed that Varner has Association. said Varner is curnot served in his former position rentls sers ing as their ads isor He
said the group is dumbfounded over
Sine! Nov.5 She declmed to comthe situation
ment on the reasons behind it.
'Thes don't quite understand
"I am not allirved to discuss
this All personnel matters are con- It is not out in the clear yet." Move
sidered confidential It's protec- said
He personally said."I think it's
tion for the emplosee and the law,
a disgrace a loss to us --- I don't
really." Henckler said
Henckler said the office con- think it's fair"
He said the African-American
ducted inters iews for the position
before Thanksgiving and has some- group is waiting to see what will
come of the situation "We don't
one in mind for it
-He is from New Jerses and is know what to think.- he said

Friday
December 3, 1993

Key players
discuss past
By Chris DeBeck
Staff Writer

By Bonnie Simcock

Staff Writer

•Academic affairs

UMaine takes major
steps in offering minors
Hopefully.. this small amount
will open up the job market
text
of
Staff Writer
a little bit more for the careerOne feature common to uni- searching graduate, she said
"We have students who want a
versities 3,1ThS the countrs is a
student's option to choose a minor kind of acknow ledgment or exterof studs along with his or her ma- nal validation ot some of their foor The University of Maine has cused work.- Pickering said
The inspiration for a universibeen somewhat lacking in this rets wide minor %%stem came from
gard
VMaine's colleges are taking the College of Applied Stivrkes
steps. though. to institute minors and Agriculture (which has since
as a regular part of the cumculum, merged with Forestry I. whose deaccording to several university. fat- partments offered minor packages
-0 students within the same coluity members
ai ne'S Faculty Senate draft - lege
Chuck Russ. Associate Dean
ed a concrete. six-part policy demg was'. f,31' colleges ,o put for Instruction 01 the College of
together minor-study packages for Sciences. said he thought a policy
students to use, according to was needed when science students
iate vice asked him a few years ago 11 their
Mansue Pickennp
college could has r minors. too
president 01 academic affairs
-Since it seemed to he expandThe policy alloys-% the different
colleges r.- set up short, prepack- ing, we thought we better have a
aged course lists that a student of universal policy So I roughed out
ins major and from an college a r.,1.- Russ said
The polity came about in 1992
can take in order to attach a minor
out of wort hy the Academic Standon to his or her degree
The reward for achtcy ing 3 ing Committee, a Faculty Senate
task force of "Mame associate
TrIIIICK, asesprar:ed to a degree. is a
line acknowledging the student's deans and academic program disuccessful completion ofthe lesser rectors that deals with &nous acfield of studs on his or her tranSee MINORS on page 12
script and diploma. Pickering said

By Jason McIntosh

The issue of the University of
Maine investing in companies doing business in South Africa will
take another turn in what has been
a circuitous roller coaster ride.
The latest turn came during the
system board of trustees'
Not ember meeting. when it was
recommended the policy forbidding investment in South Africa he
rescinded
Doug Allen, a philosophy prolessor and a longtime activist, said
estment policy
the unis erxity
in South Africa became an issue in
1Q79
Student Andy Piassik started a
mos ement in May of 19-9 to force
Maine to dis est about S950.000
held at the ume in compames operating in South Africa
The next three years. Allen said.
were spent trying to educate the
general unisersits population as
well as the Mame Peace Action
Committee, which Allen is a memJames Varner, former assistant director of Admissions (File photo-)
ber ot
"We had to educate ourselves."
"He's like a father to minority they feel comfortable with A lot
students There are so few minori- of times students with problems Allen said. "We didn't know anty faculty on campus. when people would run to him," Move said about
Sec DIVEST on page 12
have problems they go to someone Varner

•Research

UMaine professor takes
second look at dioxin data
By F. J. Gallagher
Staff Writer
In the early 1 PROs dioxin was
determined to be a carinogen
Dioxin is also one 01 the byproducts of the paper industry. and is
regularly discharged into the rivers of Maine where It :• itssortied
hy fish
The public percept mns of the
nick and the real its ot this situation
are two fat-tors that need to he
considered when citizens and reg
ulatory agencies tit down to hamRos le.
mer out a poll -s Ices
associate protessor ot agrktliture
and research e.ononu,s. p-rsent
ed his s less,on the sttuatt,r in
lecture yesterdzo ir. NtittIng Hal:
• •••••
•'
In order tc r•••
lice polk-y • or
procured 11., prove difficult In pia,e•
data is unasati,hte the I Fr,
.
mental Prows rumkgert,s
existing data from other regions
Often,this data has little fele% ance
to the local reality Such was the
case in Maine
The EPA bases their acceptable limits of dioxin emissions by
paper companies on the amount of

Kev,(-- Boyle dis,
fish tha: people consume I a5 king
. definition. the FPA w as set
A stn.to base the limit on the assumption
that people consume ;2 grams of
fish per day. approximately one

fish meal per week
Rcc le, w orking as a consultant
for the paper trkiustrs. studied the
See DIOXIN on page
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WorldBriefs

• Arab and Muslim intellectuals break their silence
• Exiled President Aristide briefed on ending standoff
• Construction companies involved in scandal

The Maine Cumin

•Don't let it

'Tis
By Laxmi Valltk

•Possible resignation

•Death sentence

Book comes to Rushdie's defense Premier Matsui briefs exiled President
PARIS t AP) - One hundred prominent Arab and Muslim intellectuals are
coming to the defense of Salman Rushdie, breaking their silence an his death
sentence for allegedly blaspheming Islam
To the British novelist's delight,they take their stand in a new book."Pour Rushdie'• For
Rushdie) It is the most significant public outcry by non-Western intellectuals since Iran's
Aj,atollah Ruhollah Khomeini condemned Rushdie to death in 1989 for his novel, "The
Satanic Verses
The hook offers essays by writers and scholars from 13 Arab and Muslim countries, as
well as from the United States and Britain
"The purpose of this hook is to show that oppression. religious fanaticism and apathy base
not triumphed over our thirst for freedom, our expression of compassion and our intellectual
re% oh against terror,•'the editors %mite in the book published in Paris to Editions La Decouverte
Rushdie, 46. who has spent the past four years in hiding, thanked the contributors in an
open letter to the daily Liberation
"I ha% e telt the saddest about the relative silence of the v..riterc and intellectuals of the
Muslim and Arab world." Rushdie wrote
"So it ts a great delight to find in this .oluine the most gifted. the most learned, the most
important voices of the Muslim and Arab world. gathered together to subject my work and
the furor surrnunding it to such a brilliant. multi-faceted and fair examination •
In December. 1990. Rushdie said he embraced Islam and disavowed statements by
characters in his hook that could he considered insulting to Islam
Khomeini's successor. Ayatollah Ali Khamenei,said the death sentence was irreversible
A spokeswoman for Editions La taecitito erste, which publishes works in the social sciences,
said the comparo had received no threats and does not tear retaliation for puhlo.hing the hook

1

.1- - AU -PRINCE. Haiti I AI') Premier Robert Mahal left for Washington
Wednesday to brief exiled President Jean Bertrand Anstide about efforts to end a
standoff with the army on restoring democracy to Haiti.
"I hope we are still capable of finding a solution,' Malval said in a speech to the nation
broadcast by radio before he left.
Malval, whose Anstide-backed Cabinet is %•irtually powerless alongside the strong
army, has said he wouldn't stay in office past Dec. 15, the date set in August for his
resignation as head of a transition gm•ernment
Asked at the airport whether Anstide could persuade him to continue as premier, he
shook hi. head and said. "no, no"
"If we decided to exit from the stage it is perhaps because it was the only way to find
an exit from the crisis,•" Malval said, without elaborating.
In a Radio Metropole interaiew , pro- Anstide Senate president Sen Firmin Jean-Louis
invited Malval "to think twice" about his decision to resign.
U.N Secretary-General Boutnic Boutros-Ghali and U S Ambassador William Swing
also have urged Mahal to stay on Swing. U N. officials and French charge d'affaires
Philippe Selz accompanied Mahal to Washington. where Anstide lives
Malval will also meet with Clinton administration officials in Washington who are
expected to try to talk him out of resigning.
-s%°man Christine Shelly said Mal% al had rendered "absolutely
State Department spoke
invaluable service" as premier and the administration "would certainly he very happy" if
he continued to serve
A U N . -brokered plan to return ,Anstide to power Oct.30foundered in a climate of amiy -

2

tolerated violence

•Secret society

Companies paid law
makers to rig bidding
BRASILIA. Brazil AP) — A "secret society
ot contruction companies paid Brazilian lawmakers
millions of dollars to rig bidding on e% era publt.
watts protect since I 4146. a legislator said Wednesday
The allegations link construction companies to a mace go% ernment corruption scandal in which 34 current and
former public officials base been accused of stealing millions of tax dollars
Senate leader Pedro Simon told re-porters ednesdas
that a raid uncovered 88 pounds of min minattng documents
at the home of a director of the Norberto Odehre, or
structural company in Brasilia
''This secret %octet.. this cartel, was the true,
said Simon. of the centrist
rower running the country
Democratic Movement
of Sao
In a simultaneous police raid in the southern
Paulo. police discovered other esidence allegedly linking
the Sera a7 ciantruction firm to the kickback scandal. Simon
said
Jose Carlos Dias, a lawyer for Odebrecht. &meta the
allegations
'There are no congressional bandits being bought off hy
our company; re said in a nationally tele% iced inters tew

•Recovery

•Democratic change

Voluntee:

At this time of yet
great pressure to nra
well on exams. Gret
increasing stress levi
inability to deal with
Dr. Maxene Doty
Cutler Health Cente
"an intensified state
something in the er
the body reacts." It i
and a sense of thing!
trol
Robert Hansen. a
at Cutler. said he bel
eliminated, only m
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required to motivate

•U.S. Labor

Lorini
prospr

LIMESTONE.
Air Force Base may '
of nine new federal J
the haw closes next •
The U.S. Labor I
Limestone base as
an original list of 69
try . Ten of the other
tary bases that have c
to close.
The nine new c
vocational and educa
3,600 young people
ment said. The Job
65.000 students a ye
A final decision .
John I McCorn
Loring Readjustmet

•NAFTA

Sony chairman suffers Reforms mean British
Agreements reached to
cerebral hemorrhage talks have broken down be implemented Jan. 1
Aku Morita. the electronic.
1API
TOK
isionara who built the powerhouse Sony Corr
from the ruins of postwar Japan, suffered a cerebral
hemorrhage. the company said Thursday
Son% stopped short of announcing his retirement as
chairman, but said Manta.'2, would devote himself to his
recovery for an indefinite period
Morna was hospitalized Tuesday after he became ill
while playing tennis and underwent surgera at a Tokyo
hospital to remove an egg-size accumulation of blood
from his head. Siam officials said
•'The doctors said the operation was successful, hut we
will need time t, know the fu, '.11tcome.... said Son%
exe.uri.e deputy president Lomao lia..htmoto Ile said
Manta was still unable r, speak hut had responded to a
docti h\

4

BE DING 1AP,
China
l'hursdsay that
Hong Kong Crato Chris Patten's decisuan to go ahead
with democratic reforms means talks with Britain on
the political future of the ..-olony have broken down
The two countries have been deadlocked through 17
rounds of talks since April on Hong Kong's 1994-95 elections, the last in the British colony before it reverts to
Chinese rule in 1997
The apparent collapse of the talks follows weeks of
growing British frustration and Nelled threats by Panen to
act unilaterally
News of Panen's decision came during a weekly F.wrign
Ministry briefing "If this is the case it woukl mew the tweak
down Mahe talks:. spokesman Wu haramm wild reporter.
''China has always had sancrrna in the talks and ha% e rna.ie
tremendous efforts." he d "If the talks freak down, the
responsitalio would(-omega he on the part IA the British side

a

e

The prime minister of Canada failed to get changes
he sought on energy pianism-ma But he did get agreement from Clinton and the Mexican government to
begin up to two years of talks on setting common rules for
trade subsidies and the dumping of goods at low prices
There is also agreement by the l'ntted States. Mexico
and Canada for a loint statement that the trade deal won't
force Canada to make large ...ale exports of water
Clinton said in a statement that he was "delighted'.
with ("hretien's announcement, which he said were ..3
result of discussions following up on our meeting in
Seatle
'We look forward to the smooth and effective ?mole
mentation 01 this historic agreement on Jan 1 so that all
three countries.an Pie
-gin to reap the benefits of expanded
trade. economy5 growth and !oh creation in %or h 3‘meri,an
with the largest tree trade area in the world. Clinton said
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Enclose ti Ch(
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•Don't let it get to you

!off

'Tis the season for stress management
By Laxmi Vallury
Volunteer Writer

lit

ington
end a
nation

strong
ot his

ier, he
find

-l_ouis

Swing
ffaires

At this time of year, students are under
great pressure to meet deadlines and do
well on exams. Greater workloads mean
increasing stress levels and sometimes an
inability to deal with them.
Dr. Maxene Doty,staff psychologist at
Cutler Health Center. described stress as
an intensified state of emotion caused by
something in the environment to which
the body reacts." It is signaled by tension
and a sense of things slipping out of control
Robert Hansen. a psychological intern
at Cutler, said he believes stress cannot be
eliminated, only managed. Appropriate
amounts of stress, called "eustress." are
required to motivate us to perform well.

Stress beyond those levels, he said however, can cause eating and sleeping disorders, lack of concentration, illness and so
on
Under the pressure of exams. Mark
Abrams,a senior history major,said that he
suffers from nausea,headaches,lower hack
pain and dizziness Kimberly Lonnie, a
second-semester junior history and speech
communication major. complains."I can't
get rid of a cold I get headaches lately. I
feel like I'm all tight in the chest and
throat."
Dr. Doty said she believes stress at this
time may he caused by the expectations
placed upon us to produce or prove what
we have learned over the semester. She
also said."One thing that prompts a lot of
stress is perfectionist tendencies or ideas,
expecting to do things perfectly which

•Slippery conditions

•U.S. Labor Department
ho are
lutely

army-

Loring picked as one of 25 Woodbury escapes serious
prospective Job Corps sites injury in hi way crash
Loring
LIMES TONE, Maine API
Air Force Base may become the site of one
of nine new federal Job Corps centers once
the base closes next year
The U S. Labor Department picked the
Limestone base as one of 25 finalists from
an original list of 69 sites around the country . Ten of the other finalists also are military bases that have closed or are scheduled
to close
The nine new centers would provide
i °cantina]and educational training for about
1.600 young people each year, the department said. The Job Corps currently serves
(5.0tX) students a year at 108 centers.
A final decision is expected by March.
John I McCormick, chairman of the
lxiring Readttpornent Committee. said the

center would mean I 511 to 175 new 'ohs and
that hew as optimistic about Loring's chances of being picked.
The state's congressional delegation
praised the latest development.
"Location ofthis facility at Loring would
give an important economic boost to Amostook County in addition to providing job
training opportunities for young people at
nsk." the delegation said in a prepared
statement
The area at Loring that is proposed for
the Job Corps center includes two dormiro.
nes, a dining hall. a storage area, the base
personnel office and foe acres of land, he
said.
"We can accommodate them, and we
have a need," he said.
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D.J. Hazard

Paul Elwell

"He played the crowd like a set of
drums and walked off to a standing ovation." Entertainment
Digest

"The competition in Roston has
always been fierce. Paul has
shown he belongs"
Nici's Comedy Stnp

Comedy in the Damn Yankee
9pm Friday, December 3
Doors open 8:15 • $1 wiUM Student ID $3 all others

Star In \our Own Video

DGuatematan OColocr ban Otiumatran
OWhok Bean OGrind type
Name
Street/IX)Box

struck the guardrail head on. %erred Icrnss
the southbound lanes and hit the guardrail on
the other side. McCausland said.
He was treated for scrapes and bruises on
his face at Mid-Maine Medical Center in
Waters ilk and released,said hospital spokesman Monica Charette
A former chancellor(-tithe University of
Maine System. Woodbury is one of six
candidates for the 1994 Deiiisa.ratic gubernatonal nomination

At Rooster Brother,
Coffee is our Passion.
We carefully evaluate green
the world.
coffee from all
Then we roast it to perfection
every day. making ours the
freshest, most flavorful
coffee youll find
anywhere
We're so sure you'll love
our coffee, we'll gladly
refund your money if
you're not satisfied.

to)

GuberWATERVILLE.Maine Al'
natorial hopeful Robert I. Woodbury escaped senous injury Thursday when his car
slid on some ice and slammed into a guardrail on Interstate 95
Woodburi, was wearing his seat belt, and
the air hag in his car inflated upon impact,
said state Public Safety Department spokesman Stephen McCausland
Woodbury was traveling south Thursday.
morning when his car skidded out of control.

For some it's just a job..
for others it's just another
product

Passion

lexict•
won •1

academic performance and further stress_
means you can only fail."
A positive attitude, exercise, rest and
Hansen said stress is higher at this time
because of the decreasing light of winter. pleasant activities are recommended by
Also, it is the time when people are trying Dr. Doty as possible ways to combat stress.
to catch up, sometimes in the last minute, She emphasized the importance of maintaining one'. sense of humor at all times
on a semester's worth of work.
"The College Student's Health Guide"
"The College Student's Health Guide,"
edited by Sandra and Christopher Smith. mentions healthy nutrition. sound environlists limited time, pressure to fulfill other mental conditions, proper time managepeople's expectations, competition, anxi- ment, learning skills centers, counseling
eties about career or failure in tests as centers and social support as helpful in
sources of stress. Hansen said people some- reducing stress.
For people in need of assistance, Dr.
times increase stress through ineffective
methods of dealing with it. Drinking and Doty suggests workshops and the Counselcaffeine, occasionally used to alleviate ing Center. The Peer Educators Program
stress,can impair judgment.affect concen- and Commukr So % ices offer workshops
and useful literature on stress management.
tration and make stress greater.
"I handle stress badly by ignoring it." As Hansen notes. these techniques make
Abram said The pent-up stress, he said he students feel in control, which is the key to
believes, is the cause of his illness, lower stress reduction.

Fun Flicks

i,tualw
,
A Holharoodi Ctvle S rdie•-• Prods/chews

Rooster
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Take a copy home FREE
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Demjanjuk may appeal
case to Supreme Court

•Recycling

CINCINNATI(AP)—John Demjanjuk. whose conviction as a Nazi death
camp guard was overturned in Israel, may
ask the Supreme Court to review his hid to
regaii'. his U.S. citizenship.
Court-appointed attorneys for Demjanjuk asked the U.S. 6th Circuit Court of
Appeals on Tuesday to extend its order
blocking the Justice Department from deporting him while he considers hiring private attorneys to seek a Supreme Court
review_
The Justice Department has said it intends to deport Demjanjuk once his legal
status is resolved.
The Ukranian-bom laemjanjuk,73,was
stripped of his citizenship before his trial
in Israel. The Israeli Supreme Court ulti-

Four found dead in
apparent Murder-suicide
RAMSEY, Minn.(AP)--A I4-yearold Boy Scout apparently shot his mother
and younger brothers to death with a nfle.
then scribbled notes saying "I'm sorry
and went to his parents' bedroom and
killed himself
The bodies of Mary lielgeson. 42.
Matthew, 12; and Marcus, 7, were found
in the family mom where they appeared to
have been watching television, Anoka
County Sheriff Ken Wilkinson said
Wednesday. All had been shot in the head
Small notes saying "I'm son's and
"Don't blame them" were found near
Alec Helgeson's body in the master bedroom. Wilkinson said.

Workers stage tunnel
breakdowns
Pt Li SEll RGH API - A union of
black workers staged breakdowns inside
three busy tunnels leading into the city to
protest what it called, lack of black hinng
among some state road crews
Vehicles blocked both lanes in two tunnels and one lane in another at around 7am.
Wednesday, employees of the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation said
The stalled cars were cc entual I y pushed
out of the tunnels by maintenance crews.
and traffic returned to normal after about
an hour of slow ,t:a

•Socialist ant

Major paper maker rolls out office paper
NEW YORK (AP) — Recycled paper is haven, l's , mill will divert up to I(X),(XX)
tons of newspapers and magazines a year
moving up
Countenng doubts that high -quality prod- from the waste stream, collected mostly
ma% can't he made mostly from garbage, from communities arid trash brokers in PennInternational Paper Co. says it has started sylvania, New Jersey and New Yolk
It planned to announce the new produc,
producing office paper from 50 percent used
newspapers and magazines. The other half is in Manhattan Thursday' Und make it available in retail stores nationally over the next
made from unsold newspapers.
The product, intended for copy machines, few months.
stationery', commercial forms and other uses,
In October, President Clinton signed an
is billed as the first office-quality paper from order that the federal government buy iv per
a major U S. manufacturer containing such a for printing and writing that is composed of
at least 20 percent recycled matenal, a level
high percentage of waste,
It is also industry's biggest iesponse to exceeded by International Paper's product.
This past summer Time Inc., Johnson &
date to nascent demand from federal government agencies and companies seeking toboost Johnson, McDonald's Corp. and other mapurchases of paper made from trash, part of a jot business users of paper-based pr ducts
broader effort to reduce the nation's waste and packaging joined together to boost their
use of recycled material in everything from
output
International Paper, the world's largest magazines to toothbrush boxes
forest and paper products company, owns 6
By using more trash to make paper,
million acres of forests and still makes most of policy makers hope to reduce the burden on
local landfills, which receive II million
its products from virgin material,
But the Purchase. N.Y.-based company tons of paper a year, 40 percent of all solid
estimates the new paper produced at its Lock waste,

Polar bear crashes radar station, mauls worker
ANCHORAGE, Alaska API — Donald tions and a collapsed lung.
Chaffin was relaxing in front of the television
The bear was shot by Alex Polakoff. one
at a remote Air Force radar station when a of Chaffin's five co-workers at the Alaska
visitor peeked in the window
Long Range Radar System site at Olitok
A polar bear, standing
feet tall, was Point, about 30 miles northwest of Prudhoe
peen ng inside with its nose and paws pressed Bay
up against the glass Chaffin tried to shoo it
"There was no way to protect Don,"
away, swatting at the pane with a rolled up said Leddy."He was just brutally attacked.
newspaper or magazine
(The bear) was just doing what hears do....
It was just fortunate Alex had a gun."
It was a mistake.
The bear ducked,then crashed through the
Leddy, who didn't see the attack, said
window about seven feet above the ground
workers told him Chaffin and another man
As Chaffin and a co-worker fumbled with a were relaxing in the lounge when the bear
jammed door, the immense animal attacked, appeared at the window .
mauling Chatfin's lace, neck and chest before
When it broke inside and attacked, one
another man shot it to death.
worker tried to distract the hear by spraying
"Everything that moves is food to a polar it with a fire extinguisher while Polakotf got
bear." station manager Tom Leddy said his gun, which he kept for protection while
Wednesday
working outdoors
Chaffin. 55, a civilian mechanic from
U S. Fish and Wildlife Service spokesWasilla, was in serious condition Wednesday man Bruce Batten said a bear had been
at an Anchorage hospital. His injuries from spotted recently in the area, apparently atthe Tuesday evening attack included lat:era
tracted to the radar site by whale meat stored
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Ca Road, Milford-827-5249
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Large Portion of
Beef and Noodle soup

$5.95
Dim Sun still available
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12/5/93

nearby by native hunters
Leddy said Wednesday he had been concerned the meat would attract bears and had
been u-sing Tuesday to get it removed.
Ile said officials at the nearby Kuparuk
oil field had told him Tuesday that a polar
bear sow and two cubs were headed toward
the radar site It wasn't clear if the sow was
the hear that attacked Chaffin
Batten said polar bears are naturally cunous and come around inhabited sites fairly
often The large, fearless hunters have no
natural enemies except man and can grow to
1,500 pounds Alaska has between 3.500
and 5,000 polar bears
By law, the bears can only be hunted by
Eskimos for food and traditional crafts. Non'
Indians may only kill them in defense of life
and property
Batten said an attack like Tuesday's is
unusual Three years ago, an underweight
polar hear killed and partially ate a 28-yearold man walking through a village

•Justice

GM appeals fuel tank case
ATLANTA (AP) — General Motors
Corp has asked the state Supreme Court to
overturn the $105 million awarded the parents of a crash % ictim, arguing the jury was
swayed by unsubstantiated evidence about
its pickup trucks
A state jury in February found GM responsible for the death of Shannon Moseley, 17, in a 1989 crash The jury agreed the
design of the truck's fuel tanks. which are
mounted outside the frame,caused the truck
to explode when it was struck by a drunken
driver

The award, including $101 million in
punitive damages, was one of the biggest in
history
"The trial
became a nationally teleyised show and, uncontrolled, turned into a
tale about other accidents, other trucks. other lawsuits and other extraneous events DO
one knew anything about," GM said in an
appeal filed Monday
'Most of this was unproved, and a good
part made up None of it had any pi: ce in a
court of law,- the appeal said "This case
got OW of hand It needs to he retried"

Semi Formal Dance
Theme: Winter Wonderland
17's

*

December 3rd
9 pm - 1 am
Wells Commons

Anthroi

By Malcolm Sm1
Staff Writer
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''Frankly a lot of the (waste) paper we
are collecting has been used not in pnnting
and writing pape but in tissue and lower
grade products This will only accelerate the
trend of high-grading that paper,- said Richard Denison. senior scientist at the Environmental Defense Fund. a Washington.
based environmental group.
Denison said that International Paper's
product is the highest-quality paper made by
a U.S. manufacturer containing such high
levels of waste paper.
Until now,most recycled paper for office
purposes contained only up to 10 percent
waste. Paper containing more than that tended to be marred by specks and flecks from
old ink, which made it unsuitable for many
business purposes
In International Paper's product. sold
under its Hammennill Unity DP and Spnnghill Incentive 100 brands,the specks are far
less noticeable. International Paper credits a
deinking-technology it licensed from a German company, Steinbels Temming Papier
GmbH & Co.
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Anthropology professor offers insight to Sikhs
By Malcolm Smith
Stan Writer
The Sikhs in India are a religious group
steeped in political complexities and firm in
their beliefs. These were among the discoveries made by a University of Maine anthropology professor who shared her findings
during her presentation "Understanding Terrorism': The Sikhs and India" yesterday.
The presentation,given by Cynthia Mahmood, was held in the Memorial Union and
was part of the weekly Socialist and Marxist Studies Luncheon Series.
The religion was started in 1649 by
Guru Nanak, whose followers believed
that wh?.. Nanak said was straight from
God. Sikhs have many beliefs, including
self truthfulness, gender and class equality, and the belief that God is everywhere.
There were ten guru's, the last who,
Mahmood said, took the last step toward
militarism, allowing the use of force when
all other means are exhausted. Some Sikhs,
she said, believe all non-violent methods
have not been exhausted.

Guru Nanak put the teachings into the
holy book Guru Granth Sahib, which is
considered a living guru and is treated as
one, with its own bed.
The Sikhs want their own country in
India, and have battled for cessation for the
past ten years, after an attack on their holy
temple Indian authorities advanc -don the
temple after a heavily armed Sik fugitive
and his colleagues hid there. This attack
boosted the militarism of the Sikhs. and the
two communities were polarized after the
assassination of lndera Gandi by two of her
Sikh bodyguards.
In 1986. the Sikhs wrote their own declaration ofindependence,and guerrilla forces were set up. Not all Sikhs believe in
violence. Mahmood said, but prefer to demonstrate peacefully.
Mahmood showed slides of Sikhs that
had been tortured, and said that Amnesty
International was investigating human rights
violations. Among the slides was one which
showed a man boiled alive, and Mahrnood
said that impotence-inducing electric shock
is common.

The Sikhs today have children fighting
for their cause, with many becoming casualties She spoke of one woman who witnessed her son being tortured. Afraid she
might cry out and reveal her relationship to
him, she broke a glass and slit her own
throat to keep her silence
The Sikhs equate the violent acts to acts
of spiritual liberation, Mahmood said. She
was asked what the future would he like for
the Sikhs if they got their home land, to
which she responded, "It's hard to say A
community that's been forged under these
circumstances, whose next generation is
growing up surrounded by these things — I
don't know."
Professor Mahmood pointed out that,
while many people are against the human
rights violations, they do not have sympathy for the Sikhs' cessation movement.
state that they want, she said, is the breadbasket of the country.
Professor Doug Allen, coordinator of
the program, said prior to the presenatation
that new topic ideas are welcome for next
semester's series.

•Streamlined legislation

Committees begin advance bill screenings
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AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — With a
little more than a month to go until the
1994 session opens. more than half a
dozen committees meet Friday in a new
step toward streamlining the nuts-andbolts business of legislating
With lawmakers facing about 500 bills
next year, members of seven of the busiest committees plan to sort through measures with an eye toward grouping them
by subject.
One aim is to ready related bills for
hearings at the same time to avoid duplication. Another goal is to tailor committee schedules to reflect predetermined priorit es. setting aside adequate time for
those bills that are viewed as the most
imps rtam
Tlie pre-session panel meetings are part
of a series of steps suggested by the Legislature. s Rules Committee and endorsed by
Democratic and Republican leaders.
A s--cond Rules Committee recommendatrm adopted experimentally will
allow thi Legislature's staff to draft bills
in somev hat abbreviated form. In that
way, it is itoped, lawmakers will be able
to take up measures that spell out the

details of a sponsor's proposal before the
bill. for example,is fully cross-referenced
to conform with existing law
Requisite touching up to render measures in pristine form would be taken later
as committee intentions become clear
"It's an attempt to allow the committees to better manage their time." said
House Majority Leader Dan A. Gwadosky,
D-Fairfield, who serves as chairman of the
Legislative Council. The 10-member council is made up of ranking Democrats and
Republicans from the House and Senate.
Gwadosky said the pre-session screenings will give committees an opportunity
to signal to the legislative staff "which
bills (are) to be drafted by January. for
instance, versus March."
Committees meeting Friday include
Human Resources, Business Legislation.
Energy. and Natural Resources. Judiciary,
State and Local Government, Taxation,
and Transportation.
The Banking and Insurance Committee held its planning session earlier this
week and the Legal Affairs Committee is
to hold a similar meeting Saturday
The 1994 session opens on Jan. 5 and
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is scheduled to be completed by April 21.
Lawmakers and legislative staff, mindful that the House and Senate adjourned
with a sense of timely accomplishment on
March 31 two years ago, are already discussing the possibility of an early conclusion to next year's session
Gwadosky declined to go that far, saying only that this week's head start could
result in a more productive beginning for
the new session
—This process is still driven by the
number of bills that we take up," Gwa dosky said.
New bill-drafting procedures and subject-area grouping could lead to adoption
of more far-reaching changes referred to
as "concept drafting.— Gwadosky said.
in which committees would have even
more latitude to examine general matters
without first has ing to hold hearings on
specific proposals.
A move in that direction could not
only reduce the number of bills being
filed, but also reduce partisan or pride-ofauthorship maneuvering as more measures were developed as committee bills.
Gwadosky said.
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ArtsForum
What's
new cri
the arts
scene?
In the Near Future:
Christ:nisei Musk:"The Nutcracker."
presented hy the Bangor Symphony Orchestra and the Robinson Ballet Theatre.
Fnday Dec. 3 at 7.30 p m Saturday. Dec.
4 at 2 and 7.30 p.m and Sunday Dec. Sat
3 p.m. Maince Center for the Arts. Admission fee
Opera Music: "Oplra Scenes Performance,- part of the Department of Music
performance series, Saturday, Dec 4, 7
p.m Pavillion Theater
Junior Recital: Saxophonist Torn
Kipfer, Saturday. Dec. 4.2 p.m.. 120 Lord
Hall. Free.
Junior Recital: Batisone Peter !albert. Saturday, Dec. 4, 4: 30 p.m.. 120
Lord Hail Free.
Book Signing: Welch Evennan. professor of English,signs his new book -Cult
Horror Films." Monday,Dec.6.11 a m.-1
p.m in the University Bookstore.
Bonk Signing: Fern Stems will be signing copies of her "Once Upon a Farm.
Thursday.Dec.9, 1130 am :30 p.m. in
the University Bookstore.
On-going arts and entertainment'
"A Sense of Place," a UMaine Muse=of Art exhibit Nfft, I- yaw 1- !heck
Auditorium Gallery, Memorial Union.
ilture Fen,- A UMaine!Anuewna
An exhibit. through Jan 3 Fogler library
exhibition cases.
"Inuit Imager - Their Life Through
Their An." a Hudson Museum exhibit of
contemporary Inuit prints and cars
provides a look at the changes in traditional life and the political. social and
economic issues that face Inuit people
today, through March 13. Maine Center
for the Arts.
The Best ofC,enterfor Creative(nag mg,- a L'Maine Museum of Art exhibit
through Dec 6 at the Carnegie Gallery.
Carnegie Hall
"Maio in Black and White,- a UMaine
Museum of Artexhi hit.Oct 14-Dec.1. Hole
in the all Gallery., Memorial Union.
"Canipuc Pait/Cainpu.s Future Creating ((v.:arrows," an Institutional Planning exhibit through early fall. Alumni
Hall.
"77w Art Inside. - an exhibit of works
by survivors of childhood sexual abuse,on
display in the UlMaine Museum of An,
Carnegie Halt, through January
TGIF Music.every Friday,noon,Bangor Lounge. Union
Movies from India every Monday.6.30
p.m., 101 Neville.
Maine Review Poetry Readings. first
Tuesday of esem, month. Ram's Horn
Movie and Live Music every Thutsday,7:30 p.m., Ram's Hons.
Charlie Chaplin: The Early Rims of
Salim Legend,the Mid-day Tuesday Video Program, 2:30-430 p.m., every Tuesday, FFA Room, Memorial Union
• On-going arts and entertainment are
free unless otherwise noted.

•'Tis the season for holiday art decorations. If you
have some unique holiday art, or have a clue how to
create some, we'd love to know. Call 581-1270.

•Art on cam;
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By Damon Kies(

•MCA Preview

Staff Writer

Ballet signals start of holidays
By Bonnie Simcock
Staff Writer
One of the most popular and beim ed
ballets and the traditional commencement
of the holiday season will be performed at
the Maine Center for the Arts this weekend
The Nutcracker Ballet has been collaboratively performed by The Bangor Symphony. Orchestra and The Robinson Ballet Company at the MCA since it opened in 1986
The production was missed only in 1990
when Bob McGrath of"Sesame Street- appeared in its place
The ballet was commissioned in 1891 of
Peter Tchaikos sky by the choreographer
Manus Petipa It was to he based on two
fictitious stones by the German writer.
E T .A Hoffman.'The Nutcracker and the
King of Mice- and The Nutcracker of
Nuremberg The first production was at the
Mary insky Theater in St Petersburg on Dec
IS. 1892
There are ses era! satiation' of the story,
all lia_sed on a similar theme The ballet
begins with preparation for a Christmas Eve
party Guests and the r children are inhered
into a beautifully fes,ose drawing morn
They dance, make merry and ex:lunge !gifts
among the children A my sterous guest
sometimes referred to as the father v ider
uncle of the host, soon appears He presents
seseral gifts one of which is a nutcracker tc
the daughter of the host Clara

('bra is immediately calms ated hy the
toy. and so are the other children Some of
the boys become jealous and try to wrestle it
away from her They end up breaking her
gift The party Comes to an end and the

children snot ass to bed Clara cannot sleep
and sneaks lot to fled her broken nutcracker It's 11:11/ tudnaght
e% erything
becomes tmeicai me sprIngs to life
he ternesses i"ark between the Mouse
„na ino
Nino-a:kyr The Mouse King
--ret= int: he itcricier hams into a • •

some prince and ins ites t I at a on a journey
to his Kingdom ofSweets The curtain comes
down on Act I.
In the beginning of Act 11. Clara and the
prince are greeted by the Sugarplum Fairy,
the ruler of the kingdom. A long series of
character dances in Claris honor follow
The production concludes with a final waltz
with everyone included
The arrangements are in the following
order • Overture. March,Dance of the Sugarplum Fairy. Russian Dana-e, Arabian Dance,
Chinese Dance, Dance of the Mirlitons and
Waltz of the Flowers.
The MCA production has the added bonus of a tremendous Victorian set designed
in 1991 by Wayne Merritt. According to the
Bangor Symphony's marketing director,
Susan Boody, the set was made to instantly.
transform into magical scenery with special
effects Slight changes in costumes and
masks bring new interest to audience members who has e already experienced the fantastical production
Bandy said more than 50 musicians and
50 dancers plus many technical crew members work to bring the ballet to the surrounding community.
Richard Rosenberg, music director of
the Penns%Isania Ballet, will conduct the
orchestra Aimee Audet plays Clara and
Todd Greenquist play s the Nutcracker Kelly
Holyoke,Bei nrick Snyder. Maureen 1.% rich
Ind Keith Robinson will also he featured

Out on Tape
By Shannon Judd
Staff Writer
At times. Vk ha.the mo% le indu,
tr, wants
and what the director wants are two different products from the came mosle Usually
the industry wins the fight
Thus is the case of "Blade R unner"
ctarn ng Ham son Ford There is a plus side
how es er The director's cut of the mos le
has recently been released on sideorape to
gise audiences the director's image of the
film
In the original and director Ridley
Scott's. release. Ford play s what is known
as a Blade Runner, an enforcement-type
figure whose job it is to retire killi any
replicantsihumanoidc) as soon as they are
discovered on earth The year is 2019, a
short time after replicants are declared illegal on earth but are still welcome in the ()ft
World
has been pushed
Rick Des kard
hack into the blade running business by the
ams al of a refugee ship on earth carrying
replicants His mission is to retire the replicants, who are killing people on earth In
the middle of the movie another replicant
named Rachel. platted by Sean Young.
causes Deckard to question himself as killing machines or actual people Before the
% iewers' eyes the battle between man and
machine becomes a love affair
To make matters worse for Deckard,the
replicants are beginning to form their own
emotions The one thing that brought the
replicants hack to earth was to find a way to

extend ter- four-year 1ife span The leader
-f "he -enticants named Rob. played by
Ringer Hauer seems to he the most intelligent of the humanoids hut shows intense
frustration as his life span draws close toils
end The hartle between he and Deckard at
the end leases a significant climax to a
spiritual ending
So where does the director's stews
differ from the original release In the
1982 release, the movie is narrated
throughout with Ford's'nice to help draw
3% 8,
,from too much confusion with the
mos ie.% thick plot In the director's cut, it
the onginal is not seen first. I find it hard
to heliese a viewer can easily follow along
with the story line because this natration
is absent
Next,the Holly wood blood and guts are
seen in the onginal and the director's cut
actually tones them down a hit But what is
an action TONwithout blood anti gore
Then there is the implication that Deck
ard himself is a replicant hs the insertion of
a few-second clip of him dreaming of a
unicorn I find it hard to believe that
ers will pick up this fractional idea and tie
it in with the rest of the story In fact. I feel
the rest of the film proves just the opposite
of what this insertion should imply
The most annoying thing about the di
rector's cut IN the -letterbox - wide screen
format it is wrapped in to -preserve the
scope aspect ratio of the onginal theatrical
presentation Personally, I think ills quite
disturbing to view lit of the screen as
movie and 2/1 of the screen as thit I hlak
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borders. I say lose the wide-screen format
Finally, the director's cut deletes the
last scene of the film showing Deckard
driving along,thinking to himself about the
accomplishments of the replicant Creator
Of course, this scene would have been
useless without narration so the director's
version cut it
Is the Director's Cut better or worse?
To put it bluntly worse It isn't any longer,
there really isn't much difference between
the two movies and "Blade Runner" fans
would he much better off renting the original again then watching the director's version 1 was greatly disappointed with the
mss ie. and I believe Ridley Scott would
have been disappointed with the movie's
success it it had been released the way he
wanted it
The original is a much better collaboration id future images and familiar actors
playing their part in one of the greatest
Sci Ii futuristic films of the decade This
film may Moe spurred the ctratior of
-1 mat Recall". the Terminator movies
and newer releases like "Demolition Man"
I would have to sas the Director's Cul of
-Blade Runner" would not have had s
better response than the onginal. and in
fact may not base attained the cult -like
follow ing the mos ie has If it was released
nste.0
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•Art on campus
to

Exhibit named after late photographer
response in the exhibition's first year
"We sent out 500 notices around the
state and we received over 100entries from
Look around the buildings of the Uni- 41 photographers," she said
Of those entries, 39 works, by 24 phoversity if Maine sometime Notice the idyllic photos of students enjoying the spring, tographers were judged suitable for inclusion in the exhibition by a three- person
tomer, fall and winter on campus?
Chances are those scenes were taken hy panel
The exhibition was limited in site beJack Walas who served as a public affairs
cause of space restraints and Fasoldt said
photographer here for 24 years.
Walas died in 1991 hut his photos con- narrowing the field was difficult.
"It was very competitive.- Fasoldt said.
tinue to grace university publications from
adding she was satisfied with the results
recruiting brochures to course catalogs.
"There is an image for everybody,"
Until recently, his most visible body of
yy ork was on display as the 20 x 24 inch she said "There is a tremendous range
photos of canipus life hanging on the walls There are figurative, studio and outdoor
pieces"
of the Memorial Union
Rose Sturgeon, an administrative asThousands ofstudents passed those photos every day without knowing who took sistant in the Public Affairs Photo Department, worked with Walas for more than
them.
The first Biennial Jack Walas Photog- six years and was one of the exhibition's
raphy Exhibition is meant to change that. judges.
Sturgeon felt the variety well-reflected
.1k well as encourage and promote all types
Walas' own diverse interests in photograof photography in the state of Maine
The exhibit is not a display of Walas's Ph
During his career at UMaine. Walas
work but is rather a tuned exhibition of
Maine professionals and amateurs who sub- shot everything from theater to campus
mit their work for review and possible scenes and sports. Shortly before his
death, he did photography for "Acadian
display in the exhibit
Sarah Fasoldt, interim director of the Hard Times: The Farm Security AdminisMaine Museum of Art, which produced the tration in Maine's St. John Valley, 1940show,said that she was very happy with the 43 "The book, written by UMaine history

By Damon Kiesow
Staff Writer
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Jack Mikis is shown here in his element, taking photos (File photo.)
Professor C Stew art Doty, portrayed the
effects of the Depression in northern
Maine.
"Jack didn't believe a job was worth
doing unless it was done well," Sturgeon
said
Fasoldt hopes the competition will gain

stature and recognition over the next few
years
"I would like to see it become an important statewide exhibition"
The show is currently on display in the
Memorial Union Graphics Gallery,and will
remain there until Feb 7

MI From the Bookshelf if
novel into film, a film which would flop at
the box office and become an embarrassing mutated nficonng of it's original self
Motion Pictures need the world of liter- — Bnan DePalma•c -The Bonfire of the
Vanities," based on Tom Wolfe's novel of
ature in order to survive
Only a few original story ideas a year the came name
Refused by many, the making of the
come out of Holly:wood. the rest are sequel
regurgitations and adaptations of original bleated novel that summed up the '80s,
work from television, stage and books. In fell into the lap of DePalma, a director
known for Hitchcock-like suspense movies His works include -Carrie,""Scarface"
and -The Untouchables," as well as the
recent release -Carlito's Way.- DrPal ma's resume would suggest he is mu a
logical choice for such a complex and
darkly comic plot as "Bonfire."
The start of production was rushed
since the release date for the 5Im was set
for Christmas Quick casting decisions
were made ending with Toni Hanks in the
role of Sherman McCoy,. Vi'olfe's pathetic
hero; Melanie Griffith as the sultry mistress of McCoy: and Bruce Willis as the
today 's movie making world. multi-mulion dollar deals are made daily with au- alcoholic journalist who uric overs the huge
mess that is at the plot of "Bonfire"
thors for their novels
The filming of the movie, trying to he
Julie Salamon's "The Devil's Candy:"
I Dell Publishing) follows the making of a a swift and cost efficient shark, cruised

By Stephen Allan
Staff Writer

llats
actors

along as a Leviathan, hungrily devounng
huge amounts of money along it's path
The already troubled production was
further hindered by special interest groups

protesting the film adaptation 01 a nos el
they dicapproyed Black community leaders and government officials from the
Bronx, where some of the movie is depicted. were outspoken !it their opposition to
the film
Salmon was allowed total access to the
whole process that brought this disastrous
film about and followed the whole production until the last of the receipts for the film
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MUSIC AND LUNCH
Come listen to music performed by
UM students faculty and guests
Selected Fridays 12)5 pm. in the
Bangor Lounges. Memorial Union

December 3
Sponsored by Memorial Union
•
the Music Department

lava., White Christmas Ornaments
Plush Toss
Centerpieces
Ship a little hit of Maine home with a
decorated native fir wreath
46 Main St
Orono, Mc

Mb 3557
1 -800-427-5271
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were totaled
The production process is fascinating
for the movie lover, as well as for the
curious everyday movie-goer Salamon. a
film critic with The Wall Street Journal.
fails at only one thing — she doesn't give
the reader her critical review of the finished
movie as a whole.
Despite the failure of "Bonfire" and
Salamon's description of movie-making as
a cumbersome process that pushes on, big
budget giants are still being made "The
Devil's Candy" exposes all the wrongs in
Hollywood movie-making. but the dream
of huge profits generated from ticket sales
is the real dec s candy
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Revolt or make the list
Matt Wickenheiser
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The time has come Students of UMaine arise! As one, we can
overthrow the tyrants which keep all good and honest people
subdued, struggling against the system.
If you'ir not quite ,ure about what Fm talking about, or if you
immediately feel like this is a column written tiy a liberal and probably
mil worth reading, beware You might he one of the first to be
trampled Ivy the revolution
Didn't I mention the revolution?
Fm a peaceful person. not given to random fits of violence or generic warmongenng Planned campaigns of iolence hich include specific warmongering are
nght up my alley. though
I've looked long and hard at the problems with society. They can be boded down
to these foe basic scourges
• Rush lambaugh
• Consery aloes in general
• Lay
• Politmans
• Idiots
We've got to get rid ot these e% ils I personally recommend a bloody resolution.
Luckily. those who must go(see ahoy e listt ioerlap from subject to subject
Look at Rush I arnhaugh. or as much of him as a TV screen can hold He falls into
categories one. tA o and five If we hang him. V.e make this country . nay. this world,
a better place in one fell swoop
Consery:noes Who can understand them'Why do the exist' They try to
presen.e the status quo, never allii‘4 ing for progress. Irmo% ation or betterment Off
with their heads' And most con,ienatoe,are idiots, too Again, we kill two birds
with one stone
Laviyen exist for two purposes. to protect innocents from other lawyers or from
leeches who are try mg to get ahead on other peoples problems Ltvgically. if we
were to eliminate all lawyers. this snafu would he cleared up
Point in CaSe my roommate is currently being sued for at least S30.000 for a
claimed lack ot consortium
What happened was that she w as in an var accident which was her fault Her
insurance took care of the car damages Now. however. there is a lack of consortium
being slanneil Oh. here's an explanation lack of consortium=lack of set That'
nght. the lady whose car was hit and her husband hasen't made it for ass hue and are
suing my roommate for at least S30.000 as a sent for their frustrations
Does this make sense to you" If it &les. you're either a lawyer or sexually
deprived and vengeful. and you should pmbahly he a target of the resolution Please
send in your name and address, along with a good time for you to be apprehended_
Next, we take a look at the top- politicians
Our gosernment is so %act, so encompassing. that to teul tr.. to weed out the
problems would not he feasible Scrap it all. I say. start at the top, work our way
tiornon, spare no congressional page Maybe this can give us a fresh start. letting us
get real people who care into Ake ouee more
. This is for those really annoying
My last category of plague is a good each-all hist,
people tlike know -it-all purnalisto who Ihould probably also he oilen.hut ckin't really
fall into am healing Use it with lade or no &sermon. rnodaation is for monks
side of the noose when the
's on the n
Man 14'ickenhesser is hoome
re-win/bin doer (WV 1.1N Tia
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Rated P: No one over 18 admitted without Prozac

•Stressful academic scheduling

Planfor the students
This time of year can be extremely
stressful for the students of the University of Maine. As if the stress of taking
finals isn't enough,some students have
to worry about how close their finals
come to Christmas.
The last scheduled final isn't even
until 4:15 p.m. In Thursday, which
means the unfortunate students taking a
final at this time do not leave campus
until after 6 p.m.
If the weather is had, students may
not make it home until the day before
Christmas. Dec.23and 24 are two ofthe
heaviest traveled days of the year. If
decisions are supposed to be made keeping what is best for the students in mind.
isn't this incredibly poor planning?
It seems like a good portion of the
fall calendar was poorly planned.
Another problem was October
tweak —first of all it couldn't really have
been called a break since it was only one
day, second, it is not fair to make students living on campus leave their rooms
for such a short time.Studentscould pay
to stay in one of the open residence halls
but is that really a fair alternative? Again.
is the hest interest of the students taken
into consideration when making these
decisions? The issue of not being able to
stay on campus is not the fault of Faculty
Senate.
These questions can be answered.
The academic calendar was made three
years in ads ance Faculty Senate is the
group that plans the academic calender
Virginia Gibson. president ot Fa4:ult.s
Senate. said when Labor Das comes
late, the decision has to be made of
whether to start classes before or alter
Labor Day . These potential problems
should hace been seen in adc anie
Gibson said that the tunic ersity takes
a lot of heat when classes stall before
labor Da bek .111%e emplo ers are count-

The Maine Campus,

ing on students to work, and some student employees need to be there until
after Labor Day to ensure a job for the
next summer. This being the case. employers and students should realize that
classes need to begin. The university
should not he worried about taking heat.
Their main concern should be education.
Gibson said the problem of leaving
late for Christmas break will not happen
again because a permanentcalender was
made two years ago, and the Academic
Affairs Committee of Student Government made up the first draft.
In the future when Labor Day comes
late, classes will begin before Labor
Day. therefore students will be able to
leave earlier.
Another stress concern at semester's end, not related to the academic
calender,is having tests the week before
finals. There is an exam rule that says
professors are allowed to give prelims
the week before finals, but are not allowed to give substitutes for final exams
during that week. It is stressful for students to have a few tests the week before
finals and then go right into finals week
with no time to recuperate. For students
with a full course load, it is hard to
manage time "%Ise!), with these tests all
falling soclosely together Granted.professors have to fit everything in. hut
does eceryone hace to test during the
same weeks'
Al least students do not hace to
orry about going home two days before Christmas nest Near. but with better
planning it would not hace happened
this year As far as tests go. a solution
needs lobe found so that students do not
ha‘e fise prelims one week, and foe
finals the nest After all, the unicersity
is for the stuients, so why not think ot
them when making decisions'
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•Hunting arrests

•Plagiarism

Wardens make arrests, searches in
illegal Main' hunting operation
BANGOR. Maine (AP) -- State and
federal game wardens were rounding up
suspects and evidence in four states Thursday in the climax to a two-year investigation
of an illegal hunting guide operation in
northern Maine.
Authorities said the participants, who
are not licensed Maine guides,offered hunters cut-rate pnoes and unusually high success rates because of the illegal methods
they used to lure and kill game
The operation was based around Wytopitlock. a village about 4)) miles south of

Houltom and neighhonng Drew Plantation
The warrants being executed Thursday
named individuals in Maine, Vermont,Connecticut and Massachusetts.
'A lot of the wardens that work in that
area are very familiar with them," said Lt.
Langdon Chandler of the Maine Warden
Service office in Bangor
Chandler said Maine officials began investigating two years ago, after receiving
complaints.
The suspects offered their services to
hunters at half the rate charged by licensed

Student denies
copying work
BRUNSWICK,Maine(AP)— A student suspended for A year for plagiarism at
Bowdoin College says in a federal lawsuit
against the school that the punishment was
too harsh and he should be reinstated
Justin Caulfield also says the school
faiied to teach him to avoid plagiarizing.
"I had not intended to deceive anyone
not had I committed criminal theft of another's work.," Caulfield said in a sworn
statement. He was suspended by the college's judicial board for violating Bo wdoin's honor code.
The college, which accused Caulfield
of 40 instances of pligiarism in two art
history term papers last spring, called
Caulfield's claim' absurd Every Bowdoin student receives a hansibook that describes plagiarism and how to avoid it.
Caulfield, who is from Massachusetts,
said in court records that he was rushed
and did "sloppy" and "careless" work
on his term mess. but maintains that he
did not plagiarize
Caulfield also said he had taken only a
minimum number of English classes at
Bowdoin and had "very limited- expere
pine writing papers as a college student He
said he !Aged all his outside sources in each
paper's bibliography, but often failed to
cite when he was paraphrasing passages.
Bowdoin's honor code, first put into
writing in 1964, is the governing law of
conduct for Bowdoin students, who all
must sign an agreement binding them to its
terms and subjecting them to punishment.

guides, and they boosted clients' odds by
using illegal methods such as baiting deer
and hunting from motor vehicles, Chandler
said.
Two men had been arrested by midday
— Terry Caron,40,of W ytopitlock, and his
brother, Jeffery Caron, 38, of Drew Planta,
lion -- on charges of guiding without a
license. Chandler said.
An arrest warrant also had been issued
for a third man, Maurice Coty.41.of Wytopitlock, but authorities were not immediately able to locate him. Chandler said

•Over the limit

Manslaughter, OUT charges filed
against woman in double fatal crash
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Al (.1. SI A, Maine (APi - Charges of
vehicular manslaughter and aggra v ated drunk en driving were filed against a NV inthrup houseife who was involved in a highway crash that
killed a mother and daughter last month
Mary L. Spencer. 37. had a blood-alcohol
level of0 18 percent— more than double the
legal limit of 0.08 percent — following the
Nos 19 crash. Kennebec County District
Attorney David Crook said Wednesday
Spencer was taking two of her sons,aged
4 and 7, to get haircuts when her car allegedIs crossed the center line near her home on

state Route 133 in Winthrop and collided
head-on with another car.
The driver of the other car,Penny Frost of
Canton. died Tuesday at Kennebec Valley
Medical Center in Augusta_ Her mother. Janette L. Partridge. 48,of East Livermore. was
a passenger and was killed immediately.
Spencer was treated at a hospital for
multiple bruises and a leg injury_ Her sons
were treated and released.
A third car also was involved in the
crash, but its occupants were not injured
Spencer. who is charged with two counts
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WISCASSET, Maine (AP) — A staff
ins estigator for the Maine Human Rights
Commission says the town of Wiscasset
discriminates against older people by hiring
only college students as summer traffic of-
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this month
"The number one factor tin the crash)
was drunkenness," he said.
Crook defended the delay in filing criminal charges, saying he was confident that
Spencer had not driven since the accident
because of her leg injury and she promised
authorities she would not drive

•Age discrimination

,
igatorhits
i
Human rights invest
Wiscasset summer hiring policy

ppe n

each of manslaughter and aggrasated drunken
dnving. "feels ternble for all the families involved," said Joseph O'Donnell. her attorney
Crook said he expected a grand jury to
indict Spencer on the felony charges later

ficers
The case stems from a complaint filed by
Warren Libby of Boothhay in August 1992
Libby applied for the summer job with
the Wiscasset Police Department in May
1992,but was neither interviewed nor hired
When two students were selected instead.
Libby alleged he was the sichm of age
discn mination
Ironically, commission investigator
Brenda Maliska fou id grounds to support
the charge of discrimination, but concluded
Libby was not a victim of the discnminanon. He was disqualified because he was a
Boothhay resident. and the town mcw ithin its
nghts to hire only Wiscasset residents. Maliska said in her report
Town officials told the commission their
policy is to give preference for summer lobs
o We...asset-area students who are hound
'lege or already enrolled
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area," he said
Maliska's report. which urges the commission to find reasonable grounds to believe that the town's policy is discriminatory. commended Wiscasset's intention of
encouraging college-bound youth
-However. when the town is operating
as an employer. it cannot follow an employ mein policy which has a discriminatory
impact on qualified older applicants unless
the policy is required by business necessity .
which,in this case, it is riot." the report said
Gordon said the town will follow the
recommendation) of the commission. w hiv h
wilt take up the case Dec 20
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summer jobs help
"I feel bad we have helped a lot of good
kids stay in school with the 52.000 to 53.000
they earn," Gordon said
"There are a lot of needy folks in this
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Wiscasset First Selectman Lawrence
Guidon said the town has given preference
to college students for 23 years for nearly 30
summer jobs in the highway,recreation and
police departments
He said college is expensise and the

mod\

Friday, December 3rd 10 am-12 nom,
at the University Bookstore.
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IF TODAY IS YOU
Direct and honorable in n
ings, you nevertheless p
unscrupalous streak that
you pursue that which
The political arena migl
environment for your git
tegic mind. Hard-ball ta
you as many enemies as
you friends.

ARIES (March 21 - April 19): You
feel in turn with the world around you
and others are quick to pick up on your
attitude. Your emotional connections are
strong and untroubled.

ARIES(March 21 ous matters are discusse
conjuncts Pluto. Money i
Don't be diverted by in

TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): A
sudden dilemma involving you rather or
a fatherly figure. could rattle you confidence. A need for approval could be misplaced. A time to re-examine your emotional needs.

TAURUS(April 20
matters engage your ati
portant moral questions.
ners discuss basic issi
wrong.

GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): Quiet
reflection puts fears and anxieties in proper perspective. Only you can end the limitations you impose on yourself.

GEMINI(May 21 ance matters tie up mi
now. A complex maze o
you to a greater apprei
Clinton.

CANCER(June 21 - July 22): Avoid
direct confrontation: Subtlety is your
greatest asset at this time. Sometimes it
pays to be just a bit sneaky.

CANCER(June 21
is highlighted in your I
ing new information cc
adventurous, sensual pi

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22): Emotions
are running high as discussions revolve
around family and real estate matters.
Try to keep it cool. Parents offer sage
ads ice

LEO (July 23 - Ai
dren. if you have them.
derful now. Aside from
pect car trouble. Not c
days.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Frustrating mental blocks impair communication as Mercury squares Saturn. You may
catch yourself stuttering. Try to slow
down

VIRGO (Aug. 23 •
very:awns with neighb
areas of interest. Imp(
are made when Mercur

LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Even
eloquent Librans may find it difficult to
put their thought into words at this time.
You may need to make a special effort to
express yourself

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
Your ideas are good. and people are willing to listen But for some reason, you
can't find the right words to communicate. Wait it out

DON T
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IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
A born competitor. you seek to be challenged at all times. If you fall below this
high standards you set for yourself, you
can become extremely aggressive and
quarrelsome By far the toughest opponent you will ever encounter is yourself.
Don't begrudge yourself the luxury of a
few human failing.

SCORPIO(Oct.23. Nov.2I): Someone you love may feel neglected if you
don't turn some attention their way. Have
you been too wrapped up in holiday plans?

h Bill Amend
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CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19):
Children could be charming and wonderful now, hut don't count on it Your authority will he continually challenged Patience is needed
AQUARIUS iJan. 20- Feb. III): Just
as a long desired goal comes within reach,
Mercury squares Saturn Unexpected obstacles can he inercome. hut it will take
patience
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Mercury squares Saturn is an obstructive aspect that brings delays and memal blocks.
Your thinking becomes much clearer in
the days ahead

LIBRA (Sept. 23.
financial discussions
tongue. Everything is
Mercury conjuncts Plu

SCORPIO (Oct. 1
wonderful sense of re
makes this one of yo
days. Laziness is sheet
fight it.

SAGITTARIUS
Whew! It seems the
leased your tongue.
comes easily. Mist):
smoothly addressed.

CAPRICORN (Di
Although there's a ni
in your chart, a family
a damper on the moo
your loved one.
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meetings and imports
place.
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discussions give you
clarity. Listen to diffe
could provide a vital
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Your Daily
Horoscope
Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Direct and honorable in most of your dealings, you nevertheless possess a sly and
unscrupdlous streak that is revealed when
you pursue that which you most desire.
The political arena might be the perfect
environment for your gin of gab and strategic mind. Hard-ball tactics could make
you as many enemies as your charm wins
you friends.
ARIES(March 21 - April 19): Serious matters are discussed when Mercury
conjuncts Pluto. Money is the bottom line
Don't be diverted by minor issues.

)): A
ler or
:onfimisemo-

TAURUS(April 20- May 20): Legal
matters engage your attention now. Important moral questions are raised as partners discuss basic issues of right and
wrong

Quiet
propurn-

GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): Insurance matters tie up much of your time
now. A complex maze of paperwork leads
you to a greater appreciation of Hillary
Clinton.

kvoid
your
Ties it

CANCER(June 21 -July 22): Travel
is highlighted in your chart now. Exciting new information comes to light. An
adventurous, sensual phase begins.

itions
vol ye
titers.
sage

LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Stepchildren, if you have them, are less than wonderful now. Aside from this, you can expect car trouble. Not one of your better
days

Frusmicamay
slow

VIRGO (Aug. 23 - SepL 22): Conversations with neighbors reveal shared
areas of interest. Important connections
are made when Mercury conjuncts Pluto.

Even
milt to

LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Serious
financial discussions help loosen your
tongue. Everything is negotiable when
Mercury conjuncts Pluto.
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SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): A
wonderful sense of relaxed satisfaction
makes this one of your best December
days. Laziness is sheet delight now. Don't
fight it.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22- Dec. 21):
Whew! It seems the cat has finally released your tongue. Self-expression
comes easily. Misunderstandings are
smoothly addressed.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19):
Although there's a nice romantic aspect
in your chart, a family member could put
a damper on the mood. Steal away with

BY GARRY TRUDEAL;
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your loved one.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20- Feb. 18): Public attention comes your way as Mercury
conjuncts Pluto in Scorpio Neighborhood
meetings and important discussions take
place
PISCES(Feb. 19 - March 20): Deep
discussions give your thoughts greater
clarity. Listen to differing opinions, they
could provide a vital piece of information Plans for distant travel are discussed.

Corrections 1
To bring a correction to our attention. contact the Editor at Mil 1271 between the hours of
and noon, or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
about your
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-I with•professional astrologer
career.
personal ooncens - love and oompatability, work, money.
relationships. family
seven days a
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available
which is billed
minute.
per
12.99
cost
of
•
at
evening,
through
week, morning
older Call
or
19
be
must
You
FREE
is
minute
first
The
to your telephone
today - 1400-7164036.
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Divest

from page 1

thing about government,or social issues or
economic issues," Allen said.
One of the programs MPAC sponsored
was a play titled,"For Better or For Worse,"
directed by South African playwright Selaelo Maredi, held on Apnl 5, 1982_ The
play was attended by then-trustee Joseph
Hakanson, who flew from Portland to view
the play.
Hakanson met with MPAC before the
play, and said he felt divestment would not
be a good policy for universities.
The Council of Colleges,the forerunner
to the Faculty Senate, also took action.
Allen,along with professors Thomas Duchsne,au, Paul Bauschatz, and Albert Klinge,
comprised acommittee which studied South
African investment for several months.
The committee issued its findings in a
17-page report, presented to the council on
April 12, 1982_ The report detailed a history of apartheid in South Africa, pulling in
research from other institutions throughout
the United States.
Allen,chairman of the committee, said
the committee recommended that the
UMaine system divest all holdings with
businesses in South Africa. The full Council of Colleges accepted the report
Allen said he didn't feel confident that
the trustees would accept the report
"I thought that we had a couple of votes."

he said
The boom] though,decided almost unanimously to d,vest any holdings in South
African companies.
Charles Sullivan, vice chancellor for
administration, said the board felt at the
time that money should not he used to
support the practices of the apartheid government As a n su't, the board divested
about S2.4 million worth of stock.
The issue didn' go away,however. The
University of Maine Foundation, which
oversees money donated to UMaine, continued to invest in South African companies.
Allen said he and others spent six years
trying to convince the foundation to divest.
Despite the support of former UMaine system Chancellor Robert Woodbury and
former UMaine President Dale Lick, the
foundation still refused to discuss the issue _
Finally, with state legislators threatening to revoke the foundation's charter, the
foundation decided to join the trustees and
divest stocks.
-They finally agreed, hut reluctantly."
Allen said.
Currently, with South Afnca scheduling multi-racial elections for the first time
in April 1994, debate continues regarding
the right time to invest in S nith Africa

Dana,go study your German.

Minors
ademic affairs. Pickering, who has served as
its head, said.
This committee formed a subcommittee
that completed much of the actual drafting
and planning for the minor policy, according to Russ. who was a member of this
subcommittee.
The Faculty Senate's main body officially approved of the policy in November
of 1942.
Russ said that the delay was probably
from the policy resting in the wings as a lowpriority issue over the spring of 1993, while
UMaine faculty and administration lived
though mergers, downsizing,and other upheavals.
The policy allows a UMaine college to
decide whether or not it will offer minors to
students,and if it does,it lets its departments
define what courses go into them. Each
minor package must contain at least 18
credit hours.
The basic job of overseeing the registration, approval and completion of individual
students' minor courses belongs to the associate dean of each college, the policy states.

from page 1
So far, most UMaine colleges don't have
concrete minor packages yet. An exception
is the College of Sciences, which offers
minor versions of every major it has to any
interested university student.
Russ wasn't afraid to show his pride at
his college's quickness to develop a full
minor plan. "You'd expect us to be organized, we're scientists," he said with a
smite.
The College of Sciences did have a time
advantage over other UMaine colleges with
implementing the policy, however, due to
Russ' involvement with its creation. The
College of Arts and Humanities, for example, just got word of the new policy this
semester, according to that college's dean,
Leslie Flemming.
"We've certainly been working on it,
and we already have some proposed minors
that cut across colleges," Fleming said.
A student interested in obtaining a minor
of study should contact the department of
his or her major, then talk to his or her
planned minor's department. Pickering and
Russ both said.

Dioxin
consumption habits of anglers in the state,
and found that the EPA's estimate was sub• tanually higher than the level actually was.
It.the EPA's estimate had been the standard,
dioxin emissions would have had to have
been cut drastically. So drastically that a large
portion ofthe industry would have had to shut
down, he said
In Maine, less than I percent of the rivers
have an unacceptable level ofdioxin contaminanon The rivers that are primarily affected
are the Androscoggin. the Kennebec below
Hinckley, and the Penobscot around Milhnocket and Old Tow-n. Boyle added.
Using data gathered from fishing license

from page 1
applications, and actual measurements of
angler's catches, Boyle determined that the
actual level offish consumption was no where
near 32 grams per day. Rather it was around
6.5 grams per day The result was a much
more workable policy.
-The problem is people's subjective perceptions of what is an acceptable risk." Boyle
said
"People have a tendency to overestimate
events that have low probabilities, and the
probability of a person developing cancer
from consuming dioxin-tainted fish is lower
than the probability that a plane will drop
from the sky and kill you," he said.
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•Five-day waiting period

Officials focus on enforcement of Brady law
WASHINGTON (AP) — The just-enacted Brady law requires a five-day waiting
period and a background check before someone can buy a handgun. But what if a seller
ignores the law?
If a gun dealer sells a firearm without
sending in the prescribed documents for the
background check and without waiting the
five days,his federal firearms license can he
suspended for six months nr revoked and
the fine can reach $5,000, the law says.
"It depends on was it error, was it willful." said lack Killonn of the Bureau of

Alcohol,Tobacco and Firearms that licenses
the dealers. "It depends on the circumstances. We'll be developing very quickly regulations to define all this for the dealers.And if the local law enforcement agency
refuses to "make a reasonable effort" within those five drit,', to determine 'S he ther the
would-be buyer's background makes hint
ineligible to purchase the handgun?
The penalty for this is not spelled out in
the legislation. but Swan Whitmore of}land gun Control Inc said the attorney general
could seek a court order directing a recalcitrant sheriff or police chief to conduct the
background checks. If that failed to correct
the situation, the court could find that law
enforcement officer or agency in contempt
and levy fines.
• Cillt • *CUES • fIPCS • fAlfalt NSTRJAINTS •
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Snow called up to Noidiques
Fames University of Maine hockey
goalie Garth SLow WAS called up to the
NHL's Quebec Nordiques Wedneed iv.
Snow had been with Team USA on its'
pre-Olympic VIM batenter Ilia we he
signed*contrultaidithaPicadludjcined
their AHL Madefar ass pses.
John }fillebrandt Of the New York
Rangers organisation wili MMusSnow
on Teem USA.
11.1Skt`tbdit.
IJMarne
hosts Tip Off Classic
The University of Maine women's
basketball team will host the Maine TipOff Ciaassie Dec. 3 and 4 at Alfond
Arena. Friday,Northwest Louisiana plays
Army at 6 p.m, followed by tiMaine1.11.: at 8 p m. The consolation game is
S =day at6p.m ,followed by the chain at*
onsht
I

NEW YORK(A—TheNHLdelayed
a decision on New York Rangers forward
Alma Kovalev, who injured Washington's
Dale Hunter with a trip Sunday nista.
Kovalev was ternixesrily suspended
and missed Tuesday ni,gbe a gameagnate
New Jersey. Hunter, who was playing
rally his second pme since returning
from a 21-game suspension, is expected
to miss four to six weeks with a tont
hisleftknee.
anterioc cniciate *

TORONTO(AV)— New York Rangers goalie Mike Richter, 9-0-1 with a
2.37 goals against average in November.
is the NHL player of the month.

Todd
AMHERST. Mass. (AP)
Merchant broke a tie with 4:41 left in the
second period as the United Stales beat
Russia 6-3 10 an exhibitioo nue.

Forty-Niner QB's past and
present take NFL honors
NEW YORE(AP)— Steve Young,
who passed for a career-high 462 rutls
and four touchdownsin Sao Ptauchit* s
35-11 victory over the Los Angeles
Rams,is the NPCoffeasiveplayerofthe
week.Former49ersteammateJoe Montana, who passed for X16 yards end two
touchdowns in Kisses City's 23-7 vie,
tcry over Buffalo, was boomed in the
APC.Di:dentin ends William Puller of
Houston and Tare Armstrong of Chi-lbeative player!pi'ea
ago

Berigals expOct to stay
in Cincinnati

s•
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•UMaine hockey

Richter takes NHL honor
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• NCAA declares Jeff Tory ineligible
• UMaine men's basketball team signs two jucos

T_JMaine's Tory declared ineligible
and he said the university plans an appeal
"If you step through this thing in a logical
Sports Editor
fashion,there is no doubt that Jeffis eligible,"
After three weeks of deliberation, the Floszek said. —There is nothing written anyNational Collegiate Athletic Association has where that says what exactly we did wrong."
The fory situation became public in late
declared University of Maine freshman hockOctober, when the Maine Campus learned
ey player Jeff Tory ineligible.
Based on an interpretation ofTray's high that a rival NCAA institution — since reschool transcript, the NCAA Academics vealed to be Alaska-Fairsanks, which reRecluirementsComminee hasdetermined that cruited Tory and was familiar with his tranTory does not meet the minimum eligibililty script -- had questioned some passlfail
requirements for college freshman athletes, courses he took during the 1991-92 school
However, University of Maine Athletic year at Penticton (B.C.) High School.
While recruiting Tory,Alaska-Fairbanks
Director Mike Menet vehemently disagrees,

By Chad Finn

•UMaine basketball

was told by the NCAA that the P's (for
passing) on his transcript would be interpitted as D's under NCAA guidelines.
Therefore, Tory would have ineligible for
one year under the Proposition 48 amendment, which states that incoming freshmen
must have a 700 SAT score and minimum
2.0 GPA in core CUTS.CUill1171 csourses.
However, the UMaine Athletic Department had been told that Tory's P's would be
interpreted as C's by both members of the
NCAA staff and the Penticton school board,

See TORY on page 15

Dr arted coach...

Keeling signs
two recruits
By Chris DeBeck
Sports Writer
The University of Maine men's basketball team has decided that junior college
transfers are a key component to the Black
Bears future
UMaine (mach Rudy Keeling, at a press
conference Wednesday.announced that guard
Matt Moser and forward Eric Powers have
signed letters of intent to lay for the Black
Bears Both will bejuniors next year at UMaine
Powers currently attends Sauk Valley
College in Dixon,Ill. He averaged 16 points
per game last season
"Eric Powers is a Francois Bouchard
clone," Keeling said."He will compliment
Kenny Barnes and Reggie Smith and give us
some added punch."
Powers brings good perimeter skills to
the Black Bears. Keeling said, while needing to work on post play.
Moore.originally from Townsville. Australia. will be able to play both guard positions. Keeling said.
"He's the perfect compliment to the guys
remaining in the program," Keeling said.
—That's something we'll look into,"
Keeling said."We think that it's a different
situation because he has been in this country
for a year."
Keeling said the junior college transfers
would contend for starting positions.
"We went to the juco ranks so that we
wouldn't have to bring in a freshman and
have him learn as he goes," Keeling said
"I think we have a good freshman and
sophomore class," Keeling added. —The feel..
mg was that we didn't want to have to bring
in freshmen and wait for them"
Black Bear motes: Keeling also announced that former Bradley University
coach Dick Versace will highlight a dinner
sponsored by the Maine Basketball Tip-Off
Club
The charier. witeduled for Dec. 10a:7 p.m.
at the Black Beer Inn, will be an annual event
kicking off UMaine's season. Keeling said.
Versace spent eight seasons coaching Bra.
dies*, leading the Braves to four toumement
appearances He also coached the Indiana
Peoers arid currently is a studio analyst kw
1NT National Basketbnll essossation games
Cost for the dinner iii S23 RelleXV11001115
can be mode by calling 581-1094.

University of Maine football coach Jack Cosgrove has decided not to
renew the contracts of two of his coaches' for next season.
coDefensive coordinator Chuck Bresnahan (above) and offensive
their
after
Bears
Black
the
to
return
not
ordinator Paul Dunn will
contracts expire in February.
and
Cosgrove had an out-of-town speaking engagement Thursday
he
t
statemen
prepared
a
in
but
,
comment
could not be reached for
effort
their
for
Paul
and
Chuck
to
grateful
is
university
The
said:
decision not
and dedication to the football program. However, the
and
structure
the
ze
reorgani
to
effort
an
of
to reappoint is part
personality of the program.'
photo.)
Bresnahan and Dunn were unavailable for comment. (Page
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Shermerhorn's college choice proving to be correct
Junior league coach told Black Bear freshman he'd get "lost in the shuffle" at UMaine
BO/IL — was going through the arduous down to three schools: UMaine. Minneso- "He told me that(UMaine)Coach(Shawn)
By Chad Finn
ta-Duluth, and Boston University.
The young center, who would go on to
score 130 points in 60 games with the
Back in February of 1993, while the
Lakers in the 1992-93 season, was leaning
University of Maine hockey team was in
towards UMaine since he thought them to
the midst of its magical 42-1-2 national
be the best program in the U.S. But Shermchampionship run. Dan Shermerhorn —
erhorn wasn't sure it was the right choice.
the star center for the Vernon Lakers of the
One of Sherinerhorn's coaches at Vernon was trying to talk him out of attending
UMaine "You'll get lost in the shuffle,"
the coach said. -Go to Minnesota-Duluth
You'll play nght away "
But Shermerhorn. a Calgary native and
a self-descnbed "big-city kid," thought
Orono wotill be the perfect environment
60°I
for him. "Fans in small-towns are more
knowledgeable, more supportive," he says
today. "It was like that in Vernon. which is
a small community, and 1 figured it would
be like that at Maine. 1 love that atmosphere "
Shermerhorn got a feel for the UMaine
atmosphere during his recruiting trip in
February He also got reassurance about
where he stood in the team's future.
While visiting the campus, Shermerhorn took the opportunity to discuss the
concerns his Vernon coach had expressed
with then-UMaine captain Jim Montgomery. It was literally a star of Maine's present
offering guidance to a star of the Maine's
future. And it helped convince ShermerUMdaine freshman Dan Shermerhorn shows his aggressive side versus Boston horn to become a Black Bear
-Montgomery was a class act, definiteUniversity (Boyd photo)
\ a positive influence," Shermerhorn says.
process of selecting a college
Blessed with a rocket of a slapshot and
the owner of rare hockey sense, Shernierhorn would have been quite a catch for any
U.S. college program. But after enduring
the recruiting process from a number of
hopefuls, he finally narrowed his choice

Sports Editor

The Maine Campus,1

Walsh was a straight-shooter, that there
would be no runaround with him. Montgomery said Walsh would tell you the bad
and the good about things, and he will help
YOU improve"
Shermerhorn met with Walsh, and he
found that Montgomery was right — the
UMaine coach made no promises.
"He showed men depth chart and point
ed out all of the centers that would be
leaving,to graduation or whatever," Shermerhorn said. "He told me I'd have to work
to earn my ice time, hut that the opportunity
would he there for me to seize it. That's all
needed to hear."
Shermerhom,ofcourse, became a Black
Bear, and he has taken his opportunity by
the collar Nine games into his freshman
season, he has two goals and seven assists
while, somewhat itonically. stepping into
Montgomery's spot as the center on
UMaine's top line. He has also managed to
impress the coach who would giv him no
guarantees as a recruit.
"He's a lot better defensively than I
thought he would be, and he is a very
conscientious player," Walsh said."I'd like
to see him shoot more, though. He has a
real cannon He can really snap it
But in making the difficult adjustment
to Division I college hockey Shermerhorn
has admittedly become a little frustrated.
Playing on line with passing wizard

827-4978
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Harry and Sylvia Stories

College:
Florida 0 Alabarn
Chad Finn: Alabac
Scott Talcove: Fla
Coleen Ryan: Floc
Chris DeBeck: Fir
John Black: Florid

Wisconsin vs. Min
Finn: Wisconsin
Talcove: Wisconsi
Ryan: Michigan S:
DeBeck: Wisconsi
Black: Wisconsin

Pro:
Minnesota @ Deft
Finn: Minnesota
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Ryan. Minnesota
DeBeck: Detroit
Black: Minnesota
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Paul Kariya, he has had many opportunities to use his "cannon" of a shot With
1992-93 46-goal scorer Cal Ingraham out
until Dec. 12 due to an NCAA rules
violation, the Black Bears have needed a
sniper to finish off Kariya's dazzling
passes.
After trying a number of different combinations. Walsh decided that Shermerhorn — the kid promised nothing except an
opportunity -- had indeed earned a chance
to be a No. I -liner. And he has stuck with
him.
Sometimes. Shermerhorn has made the
play;other times he hasn't. Ingraham,adept
at getting open at the far post a split second
before Kariya's wondrous pass arrived,
was the perfect compliment to "Saint Paul.Shermerhorn, meanwhile, describes himself as the type of player who relies on
reading what his linemates are doing, and
then reacting to it. That can be difficult to
do when playing with a player of Kariya's
skill and unpredictability, and he admits
the adjustment has been trying.
"Paul is the greatest player I have ever
played with," Shennerhorn said. "I've had
my chances — whoever plays with Paul
gets their chances. But it hasn't been easy.
He reads the ice so well, he'll find you if
you are open. and it's taken me awhile to
adjust to playing with someone at his level.
I find myself at times just watching him,
he's so creative But who in the rink
doesn't?Shermerhorn will find himself playing with a new left wing soon — Kariya
joins Team Canada for the Winter Olym-

from page 14
pics on Dec. 10,then will decide whether
to return to UMaine or sign a lucrative
contract with the NHL's Anaheim Mighty
Ducks sometime in January. Kariya, however, says Shermertiorn will be a great
college player no matter who is setting
him up.
"Sherrn is going to have an excellent
career," Kariya said. "He has great offensive skills, and he is really committed to
working hard on defense and improving his
all-around game. Really, it's kind of too bad
that I'm leaving (for the Olympics) right
now, because he, Reg (Cardinal, the line's
fight wing) and I were just beginning to
click.Shermerhorn's love for hockey first
clicked as kid growing up in Calgary. A
fan of former Flames star Kent Nilsson
and current Flame Theo Fleury, Shermerhorn would spend "every spare minute for
the first 15 years of my life,- at an outdoor
rink in his neighborhood. It was there that
he developed skills good enough to get
him moved up to Tier II Canadian hockey
when he still had a year of Midget eligibility left.
As a two-year member of the BCJHL's
Vernon Lakers, Shermerhorn scored 200
points while developing the work habits
that Kariya speaks of. His resume was good
enough to land him a spot on the defending
NCAA champion Black Bears this season.
He hopes it improves enough to someday
land him a spot in the NHL. But Shermerhorn has other goals, hockey related and
not, that he hopes to meet while a member
of the small. Vernon-esque community of

Campus Sports Staff Weekend Football Picks
111:s week's guest is Scott("Don't call
me Boner")Talcove, a t!Maine graduate
student in public administration and an
avid Marc Wilson and Calvin Schiraldi
fan (Senously). If you want to be a guest,
call X1268 and ask for DeBeck.

College:
rf

New York Giants 0 Manzi
Finn: Miami
Talcove. Miarni
Ryan. Giants
DeBeck: Miami
Black: Miami

Florida 0 Alabanw
Chad Finn: Alabama
Scott Talcove: Florida
Coleen Ryan: Florida
Chris DeBeck: Florida
John Black: Florida

Denver @ San Diego
Firm: San Diego
Taloave: Denver
Ryan: Denver
DeBeck: Denver
Black: San Diego

Wisconsbi vs. Michigan State
Finn: Wisconsin
Talcove: Wisconsin
Ryan: Michigan State
DeBeek.: Wisconsm
Black: Wisconsin

New England 0 Pittsburgh
Finn: Pittsburgh
Talcove: New England
Ryan: Pittsburgh
DeBeck: Nev. England
Black. Pittsburgh

Pro:
Minnesota @ Detroit
Finn: Minnesota
Trdcove: Minnesota
Ryan: Minnesota
DeBeck: Detroit
Black: Minnesota

Current standings:
Finn: 34-24
Guest: 33-25
Ryan: 31-27
DeBeck: 31-27
Black: 29-29

Old Town House of Pizza

Free Delivery
I Stillwater
827-6144
5I

1
1
1
1

2 Small
g pizzas
Toppin
1
For $5.99
Expires: 12/31/93

2 Large
pizzas
Topping
1
For $9.99
Expires: 1 2/31/93

Orono.
"Ofcourse,obviously our team goal is to
make the NCAA tournament, and then do
some damage from there," Sher ton horn said,
pausing for thought. "Like any other student, I'm gunning for a 3.0(GPA), I don't
want to waste my schooling. I'd like a shot
at making the '98 Canadian Olympic team,
hopefully. And I'd like to develop into a a
player somebody (in the pros) might just

Tory

from page 13

which would mean he is eligible Munediately.
That's what UM aire thought when made
aware of Alaska-Fairbanks's inquiry. Tory
had already played three games for the Black
Bears this season. But since then, he has sat
out since Nov. 6 under orders from the
UMaine Athletic Department while, initially, the Hockey East Association, and then,

want.
"But hockey isn't a career move for
me," Shermerhorn continued. "I'm a business major, but I'd like to teach after I
graduate, maybe take an entry-level job in
Canada somewhere and play some hockey
on the side. That sounds pretty good about
now"
So does the thought of Dan Shermerhorn wearing the Blue and White of Maine
for the next few years. Who knows, maybe
if he had made a different college choice 10
months ago, today he might be "lost in the
shuffle" somewhere in the middle of MinUMaine's Jeff Tory: ineligible

nesota.

Black Bear Notes: The Black Bears, the NCAA looked into his records.
now 7-2 and ranked fourth in the WMEB
College Hockey Media Poll, travel to
Northeastern for a pair of contests this
weekend.
The Huskies, picked seventh in the
Hockey Fast Preseason Coaches' Poll, are
out to a surprising 6-1-1 start. Leading the
surge are senior forwards Mike Taylor (3141 7) and Tom O'Connor (5-10-15).
Junior Todd Reynolds and sophomore
Mike Veisor form a capable duo in the
Northeastern net

The Hockey East office found no problems.
Obviously, the NCAA shd, leaving Ploszek
wondering how it can gise contradictory answers about Tory's graies to two diffeient
schools,and then arbitrarily change an answer
without a written rule to support the decision.
"Show me where it says the kid should
be deemed ineligible." Ploszek said.'lithe
rule is somehow inadequate, change the
rule But don't change it in the middle of the
game,and don't change it for kids who have
been playing by the rules all along

•NBA

Shars motto: Just Dunk It
after lob passes from Scott Skiles, who
had 16 points and a NBA season-high 20
Just dunk it. Shaquille O'Neal told him- assists.
"I still think we're really small to comself, and so he did
The 7-foot Orlando center missed four of pete with the teams with the big centers
six shots before halftime, then made seven That has been our Achilles heel," Portdunks and a layup without a MISS in the second land's Clyde Drexler said. "Tonight's game
half Wednesda night, helping the Magic de- was a classic example. Shag just had a field
day Until we get somebody in the middle,
feat the Portland Trail Blazers 114-108.
''In the first half I made my move a couple it's going to be a long season."
O'Neal. battling a case of the flu
of times and the ball rolled in and out, so I
knew it was going to be a long night; O'Neal that's bothered him all season, had six
said "In the second half, I was just looking points at halftime. Yet the Magic led 5949 and were able to use his 13 thirdfor the dunk every time I touched it."
The NBA's leading scorer, averaging quarter points to regain control after the
29.0 points, scored 20 of his 26 points in Blazers pulled within six midway
the second half. Four of the dunks came through the period.

By The Associated Press
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•NFL expansion

NFL executives thrilled
with Jacksonville selection
By Dave Goldberg
AP Football Writer
Commissioner Paul Tagliahue and a kit of
NFL owners were gushing about the selection
of Jacksonville as the NFL's 30th franchise.
"The southeastis the nation's most rapidly
gmwing area, Tagliabue said, adding that
NFL ratings in Jacksonville were higher than
any of the other four contenders.
"Wegetalotofourplayers fimmttrre," said
Jetry Jones,ovite.ofthe Dallas Cowboys, who
indeed have an inordinate number of players
from the state ofFlorida — thanks largely to the
fact that Jimmy Johnson coached college football in the stale and knew die talent them.
But the fact remains that the NFL is taking
a calculated risk by tilting to the southeast with
its two newest franchises.
Why?
Because the NFL's most loyal fan base is
in the northen half of the country — where it
began and where college football doesn't have

the Aril-ably deep emotional loyalties that
inn through the South.
To put it another way, draw a line from
Washington west to Denver and tum it up
north and you find the NFL teams that have the
deepest loyalties, year in, year out. win or lose
— Chicago.Cleveland, Pittsburgh and Buffalo; Washington, New York, Philadelphia,
Green Bay and Denver.
The Sun Belt?
About tie only city where an NFL team
draws consistently well is New Orleans, which
has the italicise of those northern cities — we'll
go to the game to cheer or bai, but well go.
Forget Las Angeles, where USC. UCLA.
the Dodgers and the Lakers are king — the
Rams have to win to draw and the Raiders have
never really settled in.
San Francisco'?
One reason the Niners are a good road team
is that their home crowd is quite laid back. If
they ever start losing, how many of those fans
will take their wine and brie elsewhere?

WMEB COLLEGE HOCKEY MEDIA POLL
Team
Record Last Week
I. Michigan(13)
1
1
2. LSSU
4
3. UMaine
2
4. Boston University
3
5. Wisconsin

WINTER9ORESORTJOBS-Upto52,0064
salary & benefits Ski/Snowboard instruc
tors, loft operators, wart staff, chalet staff,•
other positions Over 15,000operings.For
more information cal (206)634-0469 ext.
V5067
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-F sher.es Students neederil Mar li earn up to
S2,000HImo in canneries or S3,00056,000+/mo on fishing vessels Many ern*yen provide room & board & transportation Over 8,000 openings No expenence
necessary! Male or female Get the neces
"ead start on next summer For more
rtormation call (206)545-4'55ext A5067
Alpine Ski Race coach wanted: Locai
program, par'
me More infoPC Box 873, Bangor 04401 or call 5812804

lost

foun

.n red stone on
Lost:
bac• •re
"J.,und rail x6331
Lost: One gray Cambridge 4x6..rich daily
planner in the 1st floor women's bath
room at the Union on Tuesday Please
call 827-8457 w/ any information
beteinecr
Lost: Ei,arii
2;". ;54' "ouna
oac
Lost:
two weeks ago inciuctes notes for
manuscript invaluable to owner Re
ward offered If found please leave at
info desk in Memorial Union or re
serve desk in Library or cat collect at
667-7170.
Lost: 2 keys on a Swiss army knife Lost
or Monday 11/22 in front of Nutting
Hall if found, please call 581-6938
Found:Set of keys on a very unusual key
chain w/ dorm key * car key duplicate
Call 866-7581 to claim

Found: At information center in the Memorial Union If you lost any of these
items, please check between 8a m -4 30
p m Assorted Jewelry, eye glasses, eye
glass cases, sun glasses, gloves, books,
notebooks, jackets, sweaters, hats,
scarves, mugs, umbrellas, small cooler
Found: One silver dangling earring on
Sat 11/27 on Hauck circle Call x1273 to
claim.
Found: Bushnell Binocular case, outside
Hancock Hall Stop by The Maine Campus .f it's yours or call x1273
Found: Images 2D Static Analysis floppy
disk near gym on Tues , Nov 23 Cali
581 '273 or stop by Maine Campus

20" unicycle-S49 95 Call Val at 581
4 '
Radius color pivot monitor
Scott at x1,
2 Cruise tickets to Bahamas--;-, ,
trip, S350 or 13/0 For info call Vikki at
827-5430
Sex-no Giant Mtn bike for taller per.
Son & Atomic 205 arcs with Solomon
747s Call Chris at 866 0065
Amiga 500 computer-c pp,
graphics and kilter music and speech Like
StIOP' VGA and Soundbiaster bum _int I
meg memory.2 disk drives, color monitor,
animation and prod '111,
'
*.. ,seand21ovsrlrks $400.
-.7-7928
trades
•
P
•
Pioneer 6 disc p ayer-S •
a PA.
RCA remote
TV 5100
at 866-7569, Rave message
Mac Classic 11-16 MHz,4 MB RAM,80
MB HD, 1 yr old/excellent cond Asking
$700 or 8.0 Call 581-6731

Points
146

101-

121

10-4

108

7-2

104

5-3

81

7-4-1

Dallas'?
but dry belong to Texas only when they're
winning. During the awful years ofthe late '80s,
they were drawing only60 pertient ofcapacity to
Texas Stadium — the best crowds were for Tex
Ssimarnm's 1987 strike replacements.
And Florida's no great Nil stronghold.
Sure, Tampa Bay has lost 10 games or
more for 10 straight years(going on I I — a
good reason NOT to draw.
But Miami has been a consistent contender
since Don Shula got there in 1971, yet still

One or two roommates needed:
a.de

69

5-3

7. New Hampshire

61

9-1

44
8. Colorado Coll.
8 - 29
38
5- 1 9. Harvard
6
26
7-2-10. Bowling Green
7
2
Others receiving votes: Michigan
State 22, St. Lawrence 5,
Northern Michigan 4, UMass-Lowell
2, Michi an Tech 1
doesn't sellout every week — moving to safer
and more comfortable Joe Robbie Stadium
from the Orange Bowl didn't do the trick. And
visiting teams draw fans there ---- watch this
week's game with the Giants and check out
how many transplanted New Yorkersarecheaing for the visitors
Jacksonville could he a different story — a
city looking for an identity that the NFL might
put on the map.Being "the only game in town"
has made NFL boomtowns of Denver,Buffalo
and New Orleans and Jacksonville residents
say die city has a similar kind of civic pride.

Stop by the basement of Lord
for _ .our classified ad.

Be advised: There will be a Maine Review sponsored poetry reading!! December 7th, 8 00 p m at the Ram's
Horn,
FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE
December grads-Remember to pick up
your complimentary UM General Alumni
Assoc membership packages in
Crossland Alumni Center (across from
A'fond) before December 8!l 1
ELIINALILIMELW 'Horne of the
gracious greeting'open Monday-Friday
7 a m -2 p m Call for take out x1404
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL AT THE
BEAR'S DEN. Wee• , TAILGATE PARTY
giveaway. 99 food 5peciais start at 8 OC
pm
Orono Thrift Shop
'1 a m -4
Maine
.
r
take
Car Stereos, alarms-We carry Rockford, Fosqate, Clarion, ;VC, more
Soundshapers-145 Elm St, Brewer
989-1889
We re back! Male & female strippers for
birthdays, fraternity, sorority & special
occasions. Call Exotica 947-4406

a rice

6. RPI

2

Tie Cowboys may be "America's Team"

Maine Campus classifieds

5

Share lovely home in Orono-For student reasonably quie• Phone, laundry,
also utilities inc. 866-3701, Clara.
Roomsto rent Clean,quiet rooms near
to bus line in Old Town. 145 00/wk.
Avail. novv! Call 827-4811
Park Place- 2 BR, 2 bath unit w/ full
basement now ready $600 heated 8622061
S BR unit at Riverplex-Available Jan 1,
$800 heated P.1 Realty Management
942-4815.
Orono-Extremely close to campus
Needed Jan-May 5200/mo + dep Util
inc Call 866-0123, ask for Ken
Rooms for rent-Old Town 2 rooms
avail immed 1 room avail Jan 1
$200/mo includ utd Margaret 8273094

SPRING BREAK-7 Nights from 5299
Includes Air, hotel, transfers, parties and
more! Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun,
Jamaica, San Juan Organize a small
group-Earn free trip plus commissions!
1 800 ET'
Spring Break '94-Sell trips, earn cash
& go ireel Student travel services is
648-

uedrun. apt ,r, 010

ca i 827
Roommate needed ..ibbarci F a,ms
.0' May Large
r 866 7389
Female roommate wanted-c minute
,
end of
May 866 0490 after 5 p m
Female roommate needed to take over
lease Own room, Irg house $150 + 1/4
util , $150 deposit Call 827-5706

5M 28 attractive, shy 510". Marty
interests, no drugs Seeks one special
lady P0 Box 352, Stillwater, ME
04489
Hey Richie Crotchbottom! Somebody
thinks you're the man Lots of love,
Your best friend, forever.
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